Of special interest will be the version in the Guoyu's "Discourses of Jin" i f which, in addition to retelling the story of Chong Er's exploits, recasts the history of the period in astrological terms, as the playing out of a sequence of events preordained by Heaven. The only similar passage in Guoyu is Ling Zhoujiu's f$'JlI'lt| famous "musicological" analysis (in the "Discourses of Zhou" J) ?) of the sequence of events leading up to the Zhou conquest of Shang jf in 1046 B.C. There, the text reports the locations of principal heavenly bodies during the campaign of conquest and alludes to their significance in terms of the "field-allocation" (fenye 3-f system of astrological correlations. Elsewhere, I have demonstrated that certain of these positional observations, most significantly that of Jupiter in the astrological space called Quail Fire (Chunhuo gX, the immediate vicinity of Alphard or a Hydrae) traditionally allotted to Zhou, are accurate and help to explain much about the timing of major events, as well as the import of the Zhou leaders' pronouncements concerning conferring Heaven's Mandate on the Zhou dynasty.3
Later it will become apparent why these two watershed events, the Zhou conquest and the battle of Chengpu, are singled out in Guoyu for special attention and astrological interpretation. For the moment, suffice it to say that celestial events accompanying the Zhou conquest established important astrological precedents against which subsequent claims of heavenly endorsement had to be measured. What I intend to show here is that sufficiently informative traditions concerning those astrological precedents were known to the author of Guoyu in the late Warring States period, as were the astrological circumstances of Chong Er's ascendancy and the battle of Chengpu. Before discussing those considerations in detail, however, it will be helpful briefly to review what is now known about applied field-allocation astrology as it was practiced in the mid-to late Zhou. Generally speaking, in all its early manifestations "field allocation" as a concept refers to the correlation between terrestrial regions and their celestial counterparts, based on certain patterns of correspondences, for the purpose of divining the good or ill fortune of the terrestrial locations. The regular field-allocation scheme whose application is described in the Zhouli J S or Rites of Zhou (see Table 1 The names of the seven stars of the Dipper begin with the brightest at the tip of the bowl and proceed in order to the end of the handle. You-and the territories to which each has been made to correspond (Wei, Zhou, Yan) have been reassigned accordingly. Table 2 There is much of historical and literary interest in these two passages but our focus here will be on the prognostications and their implications. First, it will be noted that both passages invoke the main operative principles of field-allocation astrology identified above; that is, the strategic advantage conferred by Jupiter's presence in a state's astrological space and prediction based on integral twelve-year cycles. From the point of view of Jin, Jupiter's twelve-year cycle begins and ends in Shi Chen, the astrological space allotted to that state. In explaining his prediction, the historiographer Dong Yin also invokes venerable traditions about the significance of Shi Chen and Great Fire in Jin history, previously described in our account of the origins of field allocation correlations.
Reduced to their essentials, the astrological prognos- In some cases there may be some variability involved in establishing what contemporary observers would have called a given year based on Jupiter's location, because of the phenomenon of "station creep," arising from the incommensurability of Jupiter's synodic period with a solar year (398.88 vs. 365.24 days). Jupiter's continued motion during its annual seven-week period of invisibility behind the sun causes the planet to reappear a few degrees farther along in a given station on each successive visitation. After about seven twelve-year cycles the accumulated "creep" will approximate one year's travel, and if the planet's location is routinely assigned on the basis of a sequential twelve-year count rather than rigorous positional observation, at some point actual observation of Jupiter's reappearance will eventually show the planet to have unexpectedly skipped a station (shi ci 9)Z). 26 Shi Chen years, in particular, pose an identity problem because that station's range in longitude is just under 15?, or about half of Jupiter's annual motion, so that in any given Shi Chen year the planet will actually spend most of its time outside the station's nominal boundaries, at least as they were defined in late Warring States times. 
